
How to become a good conversationalist
The vast majority of people are worried that others will think about them in a negative way. People try their best to win approval, because
sometimes a positive review is very useful. There are a few tips on how to improve your communication skills with people.

Memorize the names of the interlocutors

In order to avoid awkward situations, improve memory for names. When remember, be sure to contact the person by name. It will surprise your
new friends, and they will be attracted to you.

Control your emotions

If you are having a bad day, do not show it to others. Join the conversation yourself, being in a bad mood. But it so happens that a conversation
can not be avoided. Try to keep calm and friendly.

Use non-verbal communication

At the moment there are a huge number of techniques for the development of non-verbal communication. As themselves forms of such
communication. Most people are interested in that means one or the other posture of a person. Or what gesture to use as the approval of the
interlocutor. How important is it to maintain eye contact. It is important to know the basics of nonverbal communication, so you will be able to
"read" the person and avoid conflict.

Listen carefully to the interlocutor

Make it clear to your interlocutor that you are listening and you care. Ask different questions and try to understand his problem. Show interest in
the narrator, then ask, what ended the story.

Sincerely praise your interlocutor

If your colleague or friend told you about their successes, do not be silent. Rejoice, Express your opinion. This behavior is a manifestation of
friendliness and courtesy. Really don't need to flatter people can easily understand what you pretend. Your reputation may get worse.

Avoid unnecessary criticism

Criticism can be constructive, that is, in fact, so destructive and out of place. In any case, the person may misunderstand your intentions to help and
take everything to heart. Do not resort to harsh and rude expressions. Act tactfully and not evaluate the identity of the person, and the act itself.

Try to be open yourself

There are no ideal people. Trying to be perfect, you will alienate a potential friend or girlfriend. Be yourself, try to interest others. Clearly articulate
your thoughts, monitor the mood of the company. Also don't let a bad mood spoil a relationship with a man.

Do not get distracted during a conversation

Get time on your smartphone or tablet. Pay attention to the person and be polite, Let them know that you are interested. A constant distraction
from the conversation will be a prerequisite for the deterioration of relations with the interlocutor, not everyone is like write essay my future goals.

It should be remembered that people are unique and unusual people easier start Dating, and conversations with others. Develop and stay on top of
the world, discover yourself from different angles. Do not forget about creativity, uses creative approach countless. Try and not be afraid to make
mistakes.
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